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Terrasoft Chain element 1000  
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This shapely design feature offers a high degree of creative freedom due to its di-
mensions and diverse applications. Terrasoft Chain Elements 1000 are made from 
pure rubber granules and are bound and coated with polyurethane. The material 
is very robust and has a pleasantly soft and warm surface - regardless of season. 
The elements interlock positively and due to their weight are very dimensionally 
stable.

ADVANTAGES 
• very dimensionally stable
• high creative freedom
• Minimisation of damage risk
• attractive price / performance ratio
• quick installation on solid and loose 

surfaces
• Floor anchor optional

APPLICATION 
Terrasoft Chain Elements 1000 are 
suitable as a sandbox enclosure, play-
ground enclosure or traffic guidance 
system. The flexible element is also a 
popular edging element in the const-
ruction of riding arenas. In particular, 
in addition to the tracks on the outer 
lanes, there is safety for horse and 
rider - even light contacts with the 
horse’s hooves are not taken amiss.

Terrasoft ® 

Chain element | 1000

Floor anchor 
Item no. 254600992

Terrasoft Chain element 1000  
anthracite
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Positioning the chain element with the aid of extended mounting tubes  
on loose substrate. Glueiung of the elements is necessary,

Positioning the chain element with the aid of mounting tubes on a  
firm substrate. Glueiung of the elements is necessary,
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-12x
green

-13x
anthracite

4525001x1
Gluing

Colours Sprecifications Additional Products

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS GLUING
Chain element on firm substrates
Chain elements can be placed on firm substrates and are 
connected by means of mounting tubes. The concave moul-
ding shape creates increased stability as well as offering 
flexible design scope. While installation on firm substrates, 
an addtional gluing of the elements with the substrate is re-
commended. All surfaces have to be free of dust.

Chain element on loose substrates
The chain elements can also be positioned on loose subst-
rates by deep recessing the mounting tube/floor anchorage 
system into the ground. The chain elements should be fixed 
by selective gluing.
The elements must be glued to the abutting surfaces 
of the chain elements and around the mounting tube in 
order to ensure a permanent connection and sufficient 
stability between the elements.

Notes to selective gluing: 
Pierce the membrane in the threaded part of the adhe-
sive cartridge and screw on the cut plastic nozzle. Using a 
screwdriver, remove the bottom plate of the cartridge and 
insert it into the manual or pneumatic gun.
The bonding takes place on the completely cleaned and 
dust free Chain elements by means of adhesive dots around 
the mounting tubes.
The surface and ambient temperature must be at least 5 ° 
C. The panels should only be glued in dry weather. Adhesive 
cartridges must not be stored below 10 ° C.
Please note that the area should not be walked on for 48 
hours.
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